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5I. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The integrated, warm air solar heating system eliminates most of
the problems encountered by an architect or designer when incorporating
solar heating in a construction project.
	
The individual components are
fully compatible and have been developed to work together.
T'he Series V collectors are structural units, fastened directly to the
roof or wall framing members (24" o. c).
	
They form a fully weather-tight
assembly which replaces the conventional roofing or siding. 	 The collectors
are manufactured in any length up to 24 1
 to meet the design requirements of
each installation,	 They are light weight -- less than two pounds per square
foot -- and the insulation toward the living space is site-applied according to
architectural specifications.
The Universal Switching Unit (USU) accomplishes the air circulating
` and switching functions.	 It can be equipped to operate at whatever CFM is
dictated by the overall system design. 	 Its main component is an industrial
quality centrifugal fan with life lubricated ball bearings, operating at love RPM
and powered by a high efficiency GE "Energy Saver' s motor.
The control functions are performed by the completely automatic LCU-
110 Logic Control Unit.	 It compares various system	 conditions and optimizes
the use of solar energy while minimizing the use of the auxiliary heating sys-
tem.
	
The interior environment of a solar-heated house is inno way different
from a conventionally heated one and requires no additional user-operated
controls other than the standard room temperature thermostat.
	
There is a
manual override of the automatic functioning of the LCU Control Unit for
f
servicing and special uses of the system.
The Fail-Safe Thermal Vents protect the collectors against overheating
in summer or in the event of a power failure. 	 They operate by thermosiphoning,
b and are generally connected to the inlet and outlet manifolds of the collector
array.
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j 1.0	 INTRODUCTION
This Performance Specification establishes the require-
ments for the design and performance of the solar heating
system to be delivered. 	 It designates the Interim Per-
formance Criteria applicable to each type system and
t defines the deviations-.	 The appendices specify the
performance for each type and size system and the install-
ation drawings.
2.0	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENT
at
2.1	 Government Documents
Interim Performance Criteria for Solar Ileatin q and j
a Combined 	 1 r.-a Lind/cooling Systems and Dac ilings,
January 1,	 1975.	 U.S. Department of Housing and is iUrban Dovelopment. f ,
j 2.2	 Contractor Documents
1000-001: Lea}cage Specification, Control Dampers, Rev.
	 0
i 1000-002:	 Preliminary Collector Efficiency, 	 Rev..	 0,
Drawing #1
1000-003:	 CSI Installation manual,	 Itev.
	
0
;; 1000-00f :	 Design Data Brochure, 	 Rev.	 0L
1000-005: Quarterly Rc.p/ op
	 Drawing List,
Oct.	 20,	 1 .917,	 Re-v.
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4 ' 0	 DEV1.ATi4iVS FROM IN	 PERFORMANCE CRITERIA	 w
' -	 4 1	 Devi.ationtt to Residential I. P. C.
y. All of the not applicable deviations, NA (Deer), were criteria which
do not apply to single dwelling, air curculating heating systerns at] ours. 	 For
example, criteria 1. 2 "ID11W sydtern/subsyetem performance" can not be &P -
plied to our space heating system.	 The following critieria de-rations fall into
i this category:	 L. 2,	 1. 7, 4,	 2. 1. 5,	 2. 2. 3,	 Z. 2. 4,	 Z. 3. 1,	 2. 3. 2,	 Z. 5,	 2. 5. to
^. 6.4,	 3; 2. 3,	 3. 3. x,	 4. 1; ],	 4. 2. 2,	 4. 4,	 4.4. 1,	 4.4. 2,	 4. 6. 1,	 61. 6.2,	 ^4a 6 a 30
^• 1. 2,	 5. G. 2,
	
5. 2. 4,	 6. 1. i,	 6. 1. 4 g 	 c1a 1. 6	 6. 3, 2 0
Should tht configuration of our mystcm change in as way which rnakes any of,theae
criteria be, applicable- to our system, CS1 will make changes in accordance with
C.
no deviations in paragraph 1 .8. 1, 2. 1. i, 2. 7, 2.7a 1 are due to criteria
t^<<^ich e pply to deeri	 n of the s pecifi c houee and heating system required of the
rchitcct or HVIiC: engineer8. not to our systern before installation. 	 Here
taro Inert;n7 -nce has been changed fron) applicable to heating systern" to "ei^+`^lica3hge
to rjy;g t(,tn •, Rr+r) building,	 as per architect's	 f3pec:ificat:ione.''
5.0
	 GOVERNMENT -F'URNTSHED PROPERTY'
Vie Goveriunent will furnish a Site Data Acquisition System for both insta l atiulls,
`.Vh:-% .requirei^nts and comlx)si.ri.on and all deviations of these SDAS have been sobmittedl
U.t t'ir? proper fo.,rt.s to NSA
_h, 0_ GOVERNMENT DIRECTED REQUJ 'REM ENTS
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4.7 A 1
4.7.1 A 8.1 t
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6.1,1 A 8.1.2 t
6.1.2 NA WEV) 8.1.3 t
6.1.3 A 8.2
5.1.4 A 8.2.1 1
5.1.6 A 8.2.2 1
5.1.6 A 8.3 I
5.7 A 8.3.1 t	 _
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5.2.2 NA IDEV) 0.1 1
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611.6 NA (DE.V) 11,3 1
0.2 A 11,11 t
6.2.1 A 17,1 i
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6 12 NA (D'cV) 12,2,'t i
7.1 t +1 s ;
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7.2
7	 1
1
I
•x
7.2.2	 ' E
7.3	 t	 i	
I
7..t 1	 (	 f	 {
F	 TABLE 2
IPC PARAGRAPH I'LIiTINV.NC[ ` IF'l PCHTINENCE_
'	 (.1 I	 A A
11.1 )	 1 26.1 A
N A ( ? 6.2 A
1.1.3 1 f' 2.6.3 A
1.1,4 fi A ( 2 Ii.4 NA (DEV)
1.1.41 I A , 2.7 1 (DEVi
1,2 riA OEVI :r 7.1 1 (DEVI
1.2.1 1 28 A
A 2.8.1 A
1.1.3 A 31 A
1.2.4 A 3 1.1 A
1.3 A 3 1.2 A
1.31 A 12 A
1.4 A 12.1 A
1,l.1 A 3.2.2 A
t,b A 3.2.3 NA (DEVI
l.6.1 1- 3.X4 A
1.6 1 A 33 A
A 3.3.1 A
1,1 A 3.32 NA (DEVI
1,7.1 A	
`
14 A
1,?.? A 3,A.1 A
'	 1,7,3 A	 I 3,6 1
1. y .a NA (DEVI 15.1 1
A 3.6
I (DEV) 3 6.1 1
Z1 ti 3 r A
A 3.7.1 A
2.1.2 A 3.D A
...1.3 A 3.8,1 A
91 .4 A 38.2 A
2.t•y I NA (1)CV1 3.0 A
ti.t,r' I A 3.8,1 A
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., A 4.1.2 A
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22..2 A A111 A
'	 ^.3
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NA ((7CV)
	
if
412.2 NA IDEV)
NA (UEV)	 I (3 A
G 1 4 3 I A
,a	 2.2 t5 III A	 I 4 3.2 12`l i a
	 ( 4.4 NA (06V)
f•;A (OW	 I 4.4.1 NA (DEVI
i NA Mf-V)	 i 4.4.2 rya (5rV)
3 f.
!
4,6 1
r 4.6.1 Ir
24,1 A 452 A
"'o s:, _4.11 A
!	 2.6 - Fd^^ (tlt.vl t. U.1 Rfr' (UEV1
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Date: November 8,	 1977
• 7.0	 GEOGRAPHICAL AREA
Solar heating system for single family dwelling is for >'
installation in northeastern region of the United States.
The states included in the northeastern region are New
Hampshire, Vermont, Maine, Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Ohio.
8.0	 SYSTEM APPENDICE
Appendix A, System Performance Specification for
New Hampshire Vocation-Technical College House
QuA^+ ^ pools
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SYSTF,N4 PER rORMANCE5PEGIFIGATIOIN
Specification No. 1-NHVTC
A PPENDLY, A	 Page Date June 1977
SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
This Appendix defines the performance and inetallation
drawings for (Enter type of fiy6tern), (Enter Contractor Name),
Syatem Modol lNu.mber (E'nter Modol Numbar),
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SHEETS
t 03	 LCampus, New Hampshire Vocational-Technica l College
T1.a u stem zhall be inatalled in a	 residence	 - in the city of
M	 ^i E., s t e r	 county of HilrsjDc)r"o , - state of New Hampshir.e
Tho systern will providt- molar energy -for _a?^ :L__'/c of the average
toral heati.rip load during the heating ocason baaed on all average
-otal htr^ting lo !^4,d of 
* 8. 5 X 10 b BTU/Month and a peak heating loa
oi 35 000 BTU/hr.
co-)[^E.A Ganacitv
The ayf,,6m.	 provide solar energy for 
__ 0 __ 
1% of the average
-tot.Al cooling
	
durfng thm cooling scitRon, Laaod on an averaga
-t oti I coo)in^,  load -of ---- 13TU/Mlor-,th and a peak cooling load
E3 7 U/ h r.
The a-,--crase ra'.c (.-,f auxillary e y it-.rgy i)ved for heating Bhall lie no
6 B 1, Ug	 n 1;, . 1 0	 of the total eji,--rgy requirod for
hoatiti 6 , iocluWn '^ g ^ot -k ,a-ter. This rfliall I),-! no greater than	 0- _56
)fthc tota l energy re-cillired for hea t iti^,- The average rate of
'^)i cooling dtj-,ing t'l l e coo,,. jr)p, -Hcatl 01-1 ahalk
be 11c" r V, a C. r 4^ a, W1	 13'1'U/Ntunt);^ TKT6 t.h.,IJ he no greator
than	 tot-11 ri-,eragy rocloirt-d for cooling,
*7 montli avcf.
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`YSTGM. PERYORMANCE 5PE:CIFICATION
_.._. ...,__.__._._._.,..,.._.._vRGPN 
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_.
	
Specification No.	 1- iJIIVTC	 <•'
	
OF	 RQIJALf1'
	
Page Date
	
June, 15 7 7
Hot tiff' a t c2
50 cral./dgy,	 (A potable (ter useable) hot water shall be delivered
at nu lcti3 than 1.25	 gal/min at Temperatures no less than 130 OF,
Recover y time cs!:al l. tie no greater th n	 3 hours. The ,average
hot water healing load wfll be 1. 1x10 d •rU Month of which
	 58
Is provided by auxil i; ry energy.
(J e 	 -giii rem eats
The	 ^rlectrica,l epergy required to :hive the solar, portion of
the oy g t •-rlh at i.th rated capacity shall be no greater than	 2 K. W.
Th0 rna xrm tum eleetrr"cal arerl;y re(illired to drive The coj.0 etc system
shall be no grea-terthall 2 
..__K .W. The aatrage Yearly electrical
ener;y regv red to d,- ve ayatern shall be no greater than 180 01{. W. H.
Watn;A requit-07 nC1161 {Ur cooti;ig Condensere; rind/or air humidification Ghnll
be no greaser than ` __. ^ .. gal/hr.
vi yi-, Iciil Dicta	 Table II
T he tool l owing, sub, yrttams^ sha ll   ha v^:
	Des+g„ IIfe nr^	 %V aiV' l:T (t!1',ec+)	 Installation	 E
	
less th'-In___	 no rea+tr than 	 di.rr,enn i on.n
Hea+into
	
_120 ,.. `/ear.y	
___... lbsi
r
Ceoling
	 years
Auxiliary Cnergy	 20	 yeas°^^
	
20	 Ibs	 3'x5'i;5'	 t
St	 30	 9_^,OC40	 121x12'x8'tore 6&	 yea.rti 
20
	
1,200 ....
	
,
 x2':<4'
notable Veto	 year,	 1t.:,
Colt JeGfo^'	 20 yeaI•s	
-
-2 .. 1ba Ift "	 ,^ .j	 T	
tti
T _an3port 	 ,let:.r1s	 2601	 N/11	
t
Cr.:,T	 ,: r	 25	 Y years	 10	 .T C. it	
'`. ^f'._-__.
I
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1III. SYSTEM OPERATION
The system has six operating modes: standby, storing heat, heating from
collectors, heating from storage, auxiliary heating, and combined auxiliary
heating and storing heat (see Fig. III-1). The order of priority is as follows:
1. Heating , from collectors: when the room thermostat demands heat
and the collectors are receiving sufficient energy to provide heated
air at greater than approximately 85° F to the house,
2. Heating from storage: when the room thermostat demands heat and
there is insufficient energy in the ,collectors but enouh energy in
storage to provide heated air at greater than obout 85 F to the house.
3. Combined Auxiliary heating and storing heat: with heat demand and
insufficient energy in collectors and storage for room heating but
sufficient energy in the collectors to charge storage. In this case
the auxiliary furnace provides for space heating and energy from
the collectors is stored concurrently.
4. Auxiliary heating: when the house demands heat and none is avail-
able from the collectors or from storage for space heating or stor-
ing. The auxiliary furnace provides back-up heating for the house,
5. Storing Heat: with no heat demand from the house and sufficient
energy in the collectors for storing.
6. Standby: with no heat demand and insufficient collector energy for
storing (or a -full storage).
The following points concerning system operation should also be noted
F	 1. In no mode is solar heat ever stored or used when its equivalent
value, in auxiliary fuel dollars, would be less than the value of the
electrical power needed to run the system.
Z. The Fail-Safe Thermal Vents cool the collectors in warm weather
when no heat is demanded or needed in storage. The collector array
circulates outside air by the rmosiphoning. The vents open auto
r matically whenever temperatures exceed 165°F, due either to
ambient temperature rise or power failure.
I
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Figure III-1•
^Y
w
3. The air flow through storage is reversed between storing and
heating from storage modes so that temperature stratification
is maintained.
4. The LCU-110 solar system control accomplishes automatic control
of dampers, the USU, the auxiliary furnace and the fail—safe thermal
vents. It monitors collector temperature, storage temperatures
(hot end and cold end) and the two-stage room thermostat. Settable
system parameters include: collector-storage differential and collector
and storage output sensible heat temperatures. Storage temperature
may also be limited, in summer, to 1000F.
5. Free float check valves are used in the system ducts where needed
to prevent unwanted thermosiphoning and backflow through the aux-
iliary furnace.
6. A replaceable filter must be provided in the return duct from the
living space to prevent dust accumulation in the rock storage or
colle.ctor:s.' This system must be maintained with filters being
replaced .every 500 hours of operation.
IV. SERIES V SOLAR COLLECTORS
The Series V warm air circulating collectors have several unique design
features. They are structural units which are fastened directly to the two-
inch nominal house framing members which are spaced 24 1;' on center. They
form a water-tight roof or wall assemble and replace the conventional roofing
or siding. This approach reduces costs in new construction when compared
to an external, add-on collector. Great architectural freedom is also gained
by custom manufacturing the length of the collectors to each different installa-
tion.
The collector chassis is constructed of a specially designed extruded alum-
inum side rail and two-piece end caps. The complete unit isvery light weight
(less than two pounds per square foot) and installs quickly and easily. There is
a double glazing: the outer layer is Kalwall "Sunlite Premium II" 40 mil fiber'
glass and the inner layer is Teflon FEP. This combination glazing design is
highly efficient for admitting and trapping solar energy. It also lends a par
" titularly attractive appearance to the collector array, and can be used to great
design advantage.
The chassis sides are insulated; rear insulation is site-applied to meet individual
job requirements.
l
20
One of the most interesting features of the Series V design is that it accommodates
differential expanding and contracting of the glazing, maintaining the integrity of
weatherseal and avoiding warpage, which is a problem with some other designs on the
market. The glazing unit is easily removable from the collector chassis in case of
damage.
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V. LOGIC CONTROL UNIT (LCU-110)
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INTRODUCTION
The LCU-130 Solar Controller is designed to control air-circulating
space heating solar energy systems. It monitors temperatures in the
collectors and in storage and responds to demands for heating from
the room thermostat. System dampers and fans are controlled in a
manner which maximizes use of solar energy and calls upon the auxi-
liary (back-up) heating system only when there is no solar or stored
solar energy available. It also provides the homeowner with a display
of the solar system's operating mode and the solar energy available.
It simplifies solar system servicing and start-up with its manual
operating capab.lity, and its logic (decision-making) circuitry can
be tailored to virtually any system arrangement.
The LCU-110 operates the whole heating system automatically 99% of
the time, becoming a "forgetable intermediary" between the thermo-
stht and the back-up heating system, making use of solar energy
whenever available. Attractive-and of rugged construction, the LCU 110
Solar Controller offers these advantages:
;--lower control costs: the LCU-110 costs less than designing and in-
stalling a customized control system of relays, differential thereto-
stats and temperature controllers
simplified air transport system: use of the LCU-110 allows moving
air between collectors, storage and living space with one fan and
less ducting than otherwise; when used in conjunction with the
CSI Solar Air Mover (USU) it greatly reduces air transport system
installed costs and complexity
ease of operation: the display and automatic/manual controls make
any solar system easier to understand, operate and maintain
This manual provides information on the installation, operation and
maintenance of the LCU-110. Part l explains the operation and func-
tion of the controller. This section should be read by installers,
system maintainers and solar homeowners. Part 2 is written for the
installer (electrician or other qualified person). Part 3 is directed
toward those servicing or troubleshooting the solar system and the
LCU-110. The .Appendix contains specifications, circuit diagrams,
warranty information and any information specific to the installation
for which this manual was supplied.
Two versions of the LCU-110 are available: Series Logic for systems
with the auxiliary heater between the solar system and the living space,
-and Parallel,I,og ic for auxiliary systems in parallel with the solar.
This manual was written for the more common parallel configuration
but when the Series version differs significantly, Lh! text is so noted.
Other arrangements of solar and auxiliary systems cau be controlled by
custom tailoring the LCU-110.
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tTHEORY OF OPERATION
The operation of tho LCU-110 controller is illustrated in the block dia -
gram below (fig. 2). The Temperature Comparing Circuits compare system
input temperatures with the temperature settings of the controller, and
three signals are generated:
COLLECTOR HEAT tells us whether the collectors are con-
vertillg solar energy at a rate great enough to
heat the living space
STORAGE HEAT defines whether the rock storage bin is hot
enough to use stored heat
DIFFERENTIAL indicates that the collectors are hot enough
and the storage bin cool enough to warrant storing
solar energy
The Solar Mode Selector looks at these three signals and at the room
thermostat's request for heat and determines what mode the solar system
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should operate in to make best use of available solar energy. It
outputs this requested mode to the Mode Implementor (if the LCU-110
is being operated manually, the Mode Implementor takes the mode
indicated by the Menual Mode Switch). The Mode Implementor main-
tains the current operating mode and does the work necessary to
change the system from one mode to another, such as shutting down
the fan to allow dampers to change or waiting for the auxiliary
heater to cool down at the end of a cycle. It may take two or more
fifty second intervals to accomplish this.
The Mode Implementor provides the current mode to the Mode-to-Output
Decoder which controls the proper damper, fan and auxiliary heater
control outputs needed to operate the solar system in each mode.
SYSTEM TEMPERATURE' SETTINGS
Three RTD temperature probes sense collector output air temperature (RTC),
hot side storage temperature (TS2) and cold side storage temperature
(TS1). These-temperatures are compared with the settings of the six
dials (potentiometers) on the main circuit board inside the LCU-110.
TU2 T C 1	 TC 3 T C 2 C-w S IT Y S
0^	 o	 0► ^
TC1	 TS M I 	 C S D11 
t
	
/0(105 ,	 30
FIG. 3
These settings are the turn-on and turn-off temperatures for the three.	 j	
I
signals to the logic or decision making circuitry: 
_COLLECTOR HEAT,
STORAGE NEAT and DIFFERENTIAL •	 T'C3-TC2, TC2-TCl and T`C1 are
settings which determine if air coming from the collectors is hot
j	 enough to deliver to the living space to heat it propert y . This temp er-
ature is dependent upon the air's velocity and moisture content. A
Lo	
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minimum of 85 F (29 C) is common. As the collectors warm up their
1p
temperature must rise above the turn-on threshold TC2 before
	 COL-
'
LECTOR HEAT' is "on", and heating from the collectors is allowed.
As air begins circulating through the collectors their temperature
will decrease somewhat, stabilizing between TC2 and TCl for a period
of time.	 if the solar input is insufficient and the collector temper-
ature falls below TCl,	 COLLECTOR HEAT	 goes "off" and heating'
from the collectors is not allowed. In this controller TC1 and
TC2-TC1 (i.e.. the difference between TC2 and TC1) are adjustable.
This turn-on and turn-off difference is commonl y called system hys-
teresis and prevents the system from cycling on and off too frequently.
Figure 4 shows this hysteresis provision graphically.
NOTE: Smh els St to nS have an additiona,t se,tti.ng - TC3-TC2 - -
and have ttvo kevees o6 CoUec tok Neat.
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COLLECTOR HEAT.
FIG. 4
C-S D[FF and C-S HYS are settings which deLe mine if air coming from the
collectors is hot enough to put energy Into storage. The collectors must
be hotter than U,u cold side of storage by an amount equal to C-S DIFF
plus C-S HYS before the	 DIFFERENTIAL ' is turned "on" and storing heat
is allowed. Should this difference fall below C-S DIFF then	 DIFFERENTIAL
[ will. be turned off and storing heat will 	 no longer be allowed `.This process
is illustrated below:
^
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	 TS MIN is a temperature setting which determines when the rock stor-
age bin is hot 'enough to allow space heating from storage. When the
hot side of storage rises to a temperature . equal to the TS MIN setting
plus 50F , STORP.GE NEAT is turned "on" and heating from storage is
allowed. When the hot side storage temperature falls below TS MIN then
STORAGE HEAT is turned "off" and heating from storage is no longer°	 ;
allowed.- The Storage Heat hysteresis is 'internally set to S F.
rN CREAS_!Iti G 	,
r	 ST
_03gCz.E
Tr- _V E R A u R E
	
	
TS M1iv t 5 °f
TS MIN
ON	 STORAGE HEAToiFl 
F'IG. 6
z	 TCl and TS MIN are commonly SQL at the same temperature. Also, TC2-TC1
L	 is commonly set equal to C-S HYS.
'1EME'ERA'fURE CO .^ JPARIN; CiRCUI_TS
0 COLLECTOR HEAT
STORAGE HEAT
DIFFERENTIAL
FIG. 7
The temperature comparing, circuits (see fig. 2) compare system tem-
peratures to the settings on the main circuit board inside the LCU-110
andenerate the three signals:s
	g	 COLLECTOR HEAT
STORAGE HEAT
DIFFERENTIAL
The room thermostat provides two more signals: stage one and stage twt
call for heat.,
NOTE: Sc;t, 0_5 Sy.6tem.6 have ,too addUi,onat 3zgmeA: auxt,l'.i.cvcV
heater cctiL`•^' bon System-6ari and cotteaton heat htage ^ sa
".• SOLAR; MODE SELECTOR
.	
i
The Solar Mode Selector circuitry monitors these five (or seven)	 _:
Y	 operatingand determines which mode the solar system should be   in.	 i
mode priority is built; into this circuit to make maximum use of
energy. If no heat is demanded by thu room thermostat the syster 7,7J"'.._.
store heat ($ mode) whenever , the DIFFERENTIAL is "On!"- 1f tlh,_
^r
room thermostat is at stage one then:
-if COL.LECTOR.HEAT is on the system will heat from collectors,
-if COLLECTOR HEAT is off but STORAGE HEAT is on then the system
will heat from storage, HS
I	 i,
{	 -if neither COLLECTOR HEAT norSTORAGE HEAT is on then the system
will call upon the auxiliary (back-up) heating system for heat, AUX
Whenever the room thermostat is at stage two the system will heat from
i auxiliary (AUX mode) S and AUX modes are allowed simultaneously.
NOTE: Sere-leis Sy-stems wiU heat Snom cottectou (HC mode) when
COLLECTOR HEAT Zs at stage 2 and tviU heat finom eotiectou
with auxc'XZoAy matte-up heat (HC and AUX mode4 A.ciputtane-	 ~
ous ey) when COLLECTOR HEAT .us at -stage 1. AQeo; .the c>iA-
euea: an path bon AUX mode ..s tliuugh eto4age, .6o AUX mode
becomes AUX and HS.
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FIG. 8
SOLAR	 Wllel' the System Function Switch (on the front of the LCU-110)
_
	
	
is set to SOLAR the LCU-110 operates the whole system .auto-
matically. Tile Solar Mode Selector picks the proper ride and passes this
information to the (10(je 1mpl.ementor circuitry (see fig. 2). The Mode
4
41
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Implementor holds the current mode and displays it on the lights on
the front of the LCU-110. If a change is needed the Mode Implementor
may _take fifty seconds or longer to shift .mode. It will shut the fan
down to change dampers and may wait for the auxiliary heater to cool
down. The Mode-to-Output Decoding circuitry switches the proper 24 VAC
output circuits for each mode.
SYSTEM SOLAR
FUNC o- ION	 ° MANUAL-^-
CONVENTIONAL
FIG, 9	
-
MANUAL When the System Function Switch is set to MANUAL the mode
selector switch below it is activated. The temperature sensor
x*	
and room thermostat inputs are ignored and the Mode Implementor takes
the desired mode from the manual mode selector switch (see fig. 2).
Again, changing modes manually may take fifty seconds or longer.
Manual solar system operation is intended for servicing and start up.
-If a freezing rain leaves the collectors glazed and prevents collect-
ing available solar energy, manual operation also allows the ice to
be melted off using theS mode for a short period of time..
I
SYSTEM	 SOLAR
FlLCTiO	 o	 MANUAL-----
CONVENTIONAL
FIG. 10
w
CONVENTIONAL	 When the System Function Switch is in this positicin,
the solar system is locked out and space heating is
done by the auxiliary system only. This function allows for space treat-
	
;I	 ing while the solar system, or the LCU-110, is being serviced. The two
circuit cards inside the controller may be replaced or mailed to the
factory for repair with the System Function Switch left in this osi-
tion but CAUTION the control is electrically live until power is
disconnected and lethal voltages may be present when removing circuit
cards. Servicing should be left to qualified personnel.
	 j
NOTE: Sekie6 Systems, when in CONVENTIONAL made, set up the
	
G	 dampeAz in NS mode, tthe aux.i Uaty licatet carLt'WeS the
4yA tem San, and the LCU-110 POWER sw tcli mu-s t be t'e,i t
ON. 16 ` the .system (pan Zs to _ be s eAviced, the LCLI-110
bhoued be eliut o,66 and powetL to the h n ma.tuA d 3ccnnec.ted.
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g SUMMER LIMIT SWITCH
ON
SUMMER
. LIMIT
OFF
a	 Via:
OFF =POWER	 OON
FIG. 11
The Summer Limit Switch sets a maximum temperature of 100°F for the
storage bin. In the sununer months the collectors are able to store most
of the available solar energy because little space heating is demanded.
Heat leaking from a hot storage bin is undesirable in the summer and
this limiting prevents it from occurring. The Summer Limit Switch should
`. be set ON at the end of the heating season and OFF when it begins again
in the fall.
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VI. UNIVERSAL SWITCHING UNIT (USU)
The switching system incorporates the centrifugal fan and motorized air valves	
r
into one component. This minimizes specialized on site assembly labor and
assures high quality standards. Electrical outputs from the system control
unit (LCU-110) open or close specific air valves and start or stop the fan,
thereby controlling the flow of air through different sections of the transport
system. The air circulating device, powered by 'a special energy-saving motor,
is of premiun quality and consumes less power than other fans moving the same
amount of air.
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VII. TRANSPORT SYSTEM
1.	 Collector Manifolding
The collector manifolding will generally be fabricated of a rectangular or
square duct of approximately one-half the cross-section area of the solar
ducting. The manifold will interconnect to the 8" round takeoff collars on
the collector 1/0 ports. All of the cold ports of the array will be connected
in parallel as will all of the warm ports. A flexible 8" duct will connect
the collector takeoff collar to the manifold takeoff collar. The manifold
takeoff collar on either hot or cold side will have an adjustable locking
volume damper for system balancing. See Figure VIII-1. It is of special
importance to makeall interconnections air tight and to insulate all duct-
ing in accordance with the enclosed table CSI #240-001.
2	 Fail-Safe Vents
I A sufficient numberof fail-safe thermal vent valves and ports must be provided
so that the system can thermosiphon enough air to cool it below damaging
temperatures. Thermal vent ports are used in pairs, an intake to the collector
cold manifold and an exhaust from the collector hot manifold. There are two
criteria for determining the number of ports needed and their spacing;
j	 ) A pair of ports must be provided for every 350 ft2 of active collector
area.
2) Ports should be provided for every 24 linear feet of collector
mainfold.
The vent port is generally fitted to the gable end panel of the house Qri.a a
10" insulated flexible ducting, Reference CSI Dravving #530-001.
3. USU Motor Sizing
The USU should be ordered with the proper electric motor, sized to run the
fan at the proper CFM as follows;
Active Collector Area	 Motor
100-250 ft2	1/3 HP
250-350 "	 1/2 HP
350-600 "	 3/4 HP
4. Duct Sizing
The inside dimensions of the solar system's interconnecting ducting are
f	 chosen by one criterion; linear air velocity in the ducts must not be greater
than 1000 ft/mina Calculate the duct's inside dimensions (HxW) by;
57
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a) Calculate the system's air flow. Multiply the active active area
of the collector array by 3 to obtain system CFM (cubic feet per
	 e
minute):
(Active area)	 3 CFM system CFM
f
b) Calculate the duct's minimum inside area (HxW) min. by dividing
I the system CFM by 1000:
duct inside area ft2 ? system CFM
1000 ft. /min.
c) Choose duct inside dimensions H and W (in ft.) to be compatible
with the building design and:
HxWZ duct minimum inside area I
d) Duct outside dimensions will depend on the required duct insulation.
Consult the duct insulation requirements in the general specifications.
CSI #240-001.'
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1. Storage manifold module size is 4'W x 3'H.
2. The expanded.mesh screen is attached to a
welded metal frame. The mesh extends six inche
on the left and right ends.
3. Modules may be stacked or placed side by side
as illustrated.
4. Mesh is wired together where modules meet.
5. The basic storage bin is fabricated to the
width of the single or double module.
	 C-D
Insulation and plywood sheathing is fitted to
the inside of the bin as per specifications.
{
C71Y
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6. The module is fitted into the bin as illustrate
using excess side mesh to fit to the bin walls.
Mesh is tacked to plywood with wire staples.
7. After all manifold modules are fitted and
secured the bin is filled to the top of the
module with the specified type of stone.
Note that the stone may settle up to one inch
per foot of depth within the first two weeks.
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DUCTING/ MANIF'UIPING INSULATTON RF.QUIREMEN'rs
A. Hot manifold; assume output temperature of 1200F.
Average temp. Suggested manifold
surrounding manifold insulation
Y
00 F. R-10
1 200 R-8
400 R-6
600 R-4
B. Cold manifold; assume input temperature of 650F.
?r	 00	 R-8
200 .	 R-6
400 	R-4
'a	 600	 R-2
2) Ducting, exterior to heated living space:
M
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Tolerance
Loss must not exceed
0.7% of total system
output; verify loss is
within this spec.
Loss must not exceed
0.7% of total system
output; v?rift' loss is
within this spec.
A. Hot ducting;	 assu , n(: outlxjt temperature of 1200F.
i	 00 R-12•
200 R-10
i`	 400 R--8
600 R-6
°.	 B. Cold Ducting;	 assumn input. tcr:r)-rature of 650F•.
C0 R-6
200 R--S
400 R-4
bOc, P- 3
3) Ducting; insic^ he,,tec trace.
A. Hot ducting; issux- air tr;a.eratur.e of 3200F.
}
	 4('0 	R--S
SC I'	 R-A
( :)o	 T;-4
700	);-:1
B. Col;' &Ctind; assijaie air te;q_rarure of 650x.
Loss roust not exceed
1.08 of total system
output; verify loss is
within this spec.
Less must not exceed
0.71 of total.nystv.m
output; verify loss is
within this spec.
Loi s. n1prt not exceed
F% of-Loral system
output; verify loss i,
within this sp^-c.
40'	 R--3	 Lass eruct not cxcc, ,.3
5C)	 T:-3	 2% of total ^ystcm
6: ► ''	 -	 ct:tEr-,t; verity Iona i!_
IG^	 -	 %.ithin this :7no, -..
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VIII STORAGE DESIGN
1.	 Storage Sizing1
The storage sizing for system configurations will require one cubic foot of
rock for each square foot ofactive collector area. For example, a house
j	 with a normalized load of 6 BTU/DD in a 7000 degree day climate will have
f
a collector to house area ratio of ( 224). This means that  1, 600 ft2 house
would require (, 24) (1, 600) - 384 ft of active collector area. This would
require 384- cubic feet of rock storage.
2,	 Storage Bin Shape
The shape of the storage bin is determined primarily by the face velocity of
air through stone:
a) Calculate the total air volume/min. (in CFM):
3 ft3 /min.	
v
ft collector	 x collector active area	 volume/min.
b) Multiply the volume/mina by 25, a desirable face velocity, to
determine the cross sectional area of the storage (Height x Width)
perpendicular to the air flow:
.L
Volume/min, x 25	 Cross Sectional Area of Storage (HxW)
k.
	
	
This figure for HxW can be allowed to vary + 20% and still assure good flow'
distribution without unnecessarily high pressure drops through the storage
system. The final determination of Height and Width depends on the additional
parameters explained in Figure VII-1.
`	 3.	 Stone Selection
The stone specification requires a washed and screened stone in a size
range from 1 to l 1/2" average diameter. This stone is 'generally in the
`.	 form of "trap rock" in the New England area and is used for septic system
fields or foundation drainage and is usually readily available.
i
The sizing is important since it affects the storage pressure drop. See
6	 !	 Table VII-1 for evaluation .of pressure drop.
63
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Path Length Face. Velocity(L) 20 25 30
6 -- ._i4 . YO
8 .08 .18 ,27
io .11 .23 .33
12 .15 .28 .40
Pressure Drop Across Storage
Note s
1	 ` 's-es .sure drop is in inches of water.
2)	 Add .10" to calculated value to account for storage manifold losses,
r	 "l
L	 , °
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Figure VII-1
Storage Bin Configuration
A. HxW = Cross-sectional area perpendicular to air flow.
;. B. The ratio of W:H should be no greater than 3 nor less than .3.
C. The ratio of L:W+H' should be no greater than 2 nor less than 1.E	
2
D. L should be between 6 and 12 feet.
Note: L, W, H are inside dimensions occupied by stone. Allow additional
size for manifolds, insulation and cap,
64
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1. Storage bin walls that are
common to the exterior of the
structure must have foam insulatio
2. Foam insulation must be kept
from direct contact with stone
bed by plywood spaceron side walls.
3. Manifolds are factory manufcatured
units used to insure free air
flow over entire face area.
4. Storage bin walls that are
common to the interior of the
structure must have 2" insulation.
5. :Foundation must be water proof. .
Leakage of water into the warm
storage system may cause a health
hazard. This applys to the
foundation slab as well.
6. The effective bed length of the
storage system is the distance
between inside manifold faces.
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Storage ells common to areas C,D	 i
whose temperatures are:
Above 60OF	 Ins	 'wall	 Total
' Ilk
Top	 R7.5	 1.75	 9.25 C-10
Perimeter	 R7.5	 1;75	 9.25
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 Top	 R15	 1^:?5--/	
•'Pe,; ime`er	 R15	 16.75 C^
Above -30OF
WMA INSULATIM2 is suggested in most installations, Top	 R19	 20.75
R3 to R6 is generally sa ltisfactor13',- additional Perimeter	 R19	 "	 20.75 C._
insulation may be required if Much ground water'	 vment
2E
is present. Suggested insulation 'type; i
€	 tCATER PR00FING R The entire bin must be water and damp Isocy ainurate Fomn, foil facedon
X proofed.	 Dampness in contact with the warm stones Celotex, Thermax TF- k600 or 610
may prcnve to be a health hazards @ R-8 per inch.
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